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NewFlight Case Study 

Overview 
Company: NEWFLIGHT is a dynamic marketing agency that believes great work 
comes from creating remarkable stories – with three core sectors in FILM, 
DIGITAL, & CREATIVE providing its clients with an innovative and creating 
marketing strategies that are effective.  
 
 
Why Redwire DC 

• Reliability 

• Resilience 

• Scalability 

• Flexibility 

• Transparent pricing structure 

Result 

• One stop shop, providing both IT and office solutions  

• Latency is lower than ever before  

• Expansion and scalability plans are in motion 

• Time saved across both IT and office aspects  
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About NewFlight 
NewFlight is a creative forward-thinking marketing 
agency that creates beautiful, immersive and engaging 
films. Through lifestyle film production they tell the 
story of your brand, understanding you and helping 
others do the same with motion graphics and 
animation, and help show the precision of products 
with products films. Building fast, fluid and powerful 
digital experiences. Using the latest technology, 
creating stunning websites that delight customers, web 
apps that power your business and phone apps that 
give you a presence on the most used devices. 
 
Living by the mantra that great work comes from telling 
a great story and it comes across in the work they do. 
Whether that’s from great content writing, helping 
your brand connect with your customers with creative 
strategy or helping with UI and UX. 
 

Why Redwire DC 
Redwire DC provided a strong track record of reliability, 
resilience, and security while also guaranteeing 
scalability and flexibility as the business expands. 
NewFlight required a service with a transparent pricing 
structure and willingness to work alongside their long-
term vision. In addition, the ease of having a serviced 
office suite on-site too made the partnership a perfect 
match.  
 

 

Solution: 
Partnering with Redwire DC has allowed NewFlight to 
establish a resilient infrastructure allowing it to scale 
its customer outlook and reach. Delivering a solution to 
its clients that is reliable, secure, and efficient. 

The brief: 
NewFlights initial driver was to find a London based 
Data Centre that could provide a facility with up to date 
infrastructure to host their mission critical data along 
with being located close to a viable serviced office 
source.  
 
Identifying a fair and clear pricing structure with 
flexible terms was essential. The end solution needed 
to be tailor made to suit the brief and be able to scale 
up at short notice. With huge expansion and demand 
present, NewFlight had limited time and required a 
service provider who could offer a complete concierge 
package, allowing them to focus on their clients’ needs.  

The Result 
After looking at 3 other data centre providers, Redwire 
DC surpassed the lot with location, reliability & ability 
to fulfil the NewFlight IT and office requirements. 
Redwire DC has partnered up with BoomZone allowing 
the site to provide a Tier III facility alongside a premium 
serviced office environment.  
 
Choosing Redwire DC meant NewFlight could locate 
their infrastructure at a reliable and resilient facility in 
conjunction with their HQ. The Redwire and BoomZone 
team both showed passion, commitment, and 
engaging sales process, working alongside one another 
throughout the process resulting in a seamless journey. 

Reasons for choosing Redwire DC 
One stop shop 
Having both Redwire DC and BoomZone both under 
the same roof removed the lag of trying to find a Data 
Centre and serviced office that synergised. The 
partnership between Redwire and BoomZone allowed 
NewFlight to utilise the time saved in expanding its 
business. Furthermore, Redwire’s concierge package 
and team created a stress-free process. 
 

Flexibility 
The flexibility of both Redwire DC and BoomZone’s 
solutions were apparent in terms of their IT 
infrastructure and office suites. In addition, they 
showed clear and fair commercials and scalability. 
 

Location 
The highly connected site has created ease for all 
NewFlight’s team to access their HQ whilst being in 
close proximity to their customer and other key 
stakeholders. With infrastructure and office space all 
under one roof, managing the core components of 
their business has never been so convenient. 
 

“We needed a bespoke system 
and wanted a partner who could 

help us build our next level 
hosting services. With Redwire it’s 
not just us and our processes that 
have benefited, but our clients too 

and the service we offer them” 
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